
 
 

Per4Mance Development Modern Mopar IRS Differential Brace Installation Instructions 
for Dodge Charger and Challenger vehicles 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

① Go to PAGE 2 for MY 2015-2017 cars 

(Standard Brace Kit) 

② Go to PAGE 6 for MY 2015-2017 cars 

(Reduced Clearance Brace Kit) 

③ Go to PAGE 8 for MY 2018+ cars 

(Standard Brace Kit) 

④ Go to PAGE 10 for the wiring 

instructions for the Deluxe LED Emblem 

Brace Kit 



① MY2015-2017 Standard Brace Kit Installation Instructions (+ Deluxe LED Brace Kit) 

 
Standard Brace Kit Components – 

 
 
To watch Speedy’s Garage Brace Installation video, go to www.getper4mance.com and click the video icon. 
 

 
 
Instructions – Please follow these steps in order: 

1) SAFELY jack up car and place on jack-stands or place on a certified lift to access rear 
differential. Please use appropriate PPE. 
 

2) Important: before beginning installation, locate the holes on the bottom of the rear 
crossmember that the brace will bolt to. Take the (2) M8 bolts and carefully test fit them to 
ensure the existing thread is clean and free of debris. If you encounter an issue, use a M8x1.25 
tap to clean up the thread. 

http://www.getper4mance.com/


 
Important: if there are no threaded sections in the holes of your vehicle’s crossmember, there 
are (2) M8 self-locking flange nuts included in the kit but not pictured above. They will need to 
be positioned in the crossmember in step 8. This is an issue that seems to have started with late 
MY2016 vehicles. 
 

 
 

3) Using a 16mm (or 5/8”) wrench or socket, remove the lower left main case differential bolt and 
then loosen the lower right main case differential bolt about 1/2". 
 

4) Place the large hole of locator tab at left side of differential case and reinstall left main case 
differential bolt, align so the smaller hole is below the bolt and the tab is parallel with the 
differential cooling fins, tighten and torque to 80 ft./#s. (Important: in rare instances, due to 
exhaust pipe variances, the locator tab may need to be slightly repositioned from parallel to the 
cooling fins to ensure that the brace does not contact the driver’s side exhaust pipe; see step 6) 
 

5) Next, by coming in from 2 o’clock to the lower right main case differential bolt, position the right 
slot of the brace onto the loosened lower right main case differential bolt. Then move the left 
side of the brace into position with the locator tab. Once in position, place the M10 bolt (with 
threadlocker applied) into the front left side hole of the brace and then through the hole on the 
locator tab, then slide on the lock-washer and nut from the back of the locator tab and finger-
tighten to where it is untightened about 3/16” (the play will allow for all parts to align; this bolt will 
be torqued later). 

 
6) Inspect the left side of the brace and make sure that it is not contacting the driver’s side exhaust 

pipe; if so, remove the brace and adjust the locator tab to a position where it will provide 
adequate exhaust clearance then return the step 4.  

 
7) Align and stack the isolation rubber under the nylon buttress with the offset patterns aligned (the 

shorter side orientates to the driver side of vehicle and the Kit Components picture above) then 
slide between the top of the brace and below the rear crossmember. 

  
8) Carefully feed the (2) M8 bolts through the brace, rubber, nylon and into the holes in the rear 

crossmember until you can begin to thread the bolts to align all components. 
 

9) Removing one M8 bolt at a time, slide the lock-washers onto the removed bolt and apply 
threadlocker to the threaded portion of the bolt and carefully guide the bolt from the bottom of 
brace back through all components and into threaded holes in the bottom of the crossmember. 
Tighten the M8 bolts to where all components are snug, then tighten each side until the rubber 
begins to displace (look for a bulge of about 1mm but no more). 
 

Note: When starting step 8, if there 

are no threaded sections in the 

crossmember, you will need to place 

the provided M8 flange nuts in the 

crossmember. Place the nuts in the 

slots that are above and to the left of 

the crossmember hole. Then using a 

finger, move into position and hold 

down the nut when threading the M8 

bolts.  

No threaded sections in crossmember! 



 
For cars that do not have threaded sections in the rear crossmember: At this point of the 
installation, tightening the bolt will require more than finger pressure to tighten when it reaches 
the self-locking portion of the nut. Since access is limited in the crossmember, cut-down a 
13mm wrench (duct-tape added to aid in manipulation) to use inside the crossmember for 
tightening. Apply finger pressure to hold the tool in place.                                                                   

                           
 

10) Once you have the nut secured, tighten the M8 bolt/nut to where all components are snug, then 
tighten each side until the rubber begins to displace (look for a bulge of about 1mm but no 
more). 
                                                                                                                                                 
Note: if you encounter binding while tightening the M10 bolts into the crossmember, this 
is most likely caused by position variances of the bolts that were welded into the 
crossmember. Simply drill slightly larger holes in the 1” nylon to alleviate any binding. 

 
11) Tighten the M10 bolt to 45 ft./#s on the locator tab. 

 
12) The final step: using an extension and 16MM (or 5/8”) socket, come in from the right of the 

brace and locate the lower right main case differential bolt and tighten to 80 ft./#s. For best 
results, use a normal size socket (not a deep socket) connected to a 3/8” drive extension and 
connect to your torque wrench with 3/8” to 1/2" drive adaptor for 1/2” drive torque wrenches. 
 

 
 

13) Visually inspect the brace and insure that it matches the picture showing completed installation. 
 

14) Recommendation: It is recommended to take a Sharpie and draw a straight line on the bolt and 
brace (or use tamper proof torque mark Torque Mark) so that you can easily do a visual check 
to make that the crossmember bolts have not loosened (however if you have to place nuts in the 
crossmember this may not indicate they have loosened, they may have just moved). When 
visually checking, make sure the parked vehicle is turned off and the emergency brake is fully 
on. 

 
 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B007ID3SLK/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_ep_dp_ztDrzb66M2EXW


Completed Installation - 

 
 
If you have any questions on installation, please email P4D@tech-center.com. Thank you and please 
enjoy the benefits of the Per4Mance Development IRS Differential Brace*.         
                                                                                                                                    *patent pending   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:P4D@tech-center.com


② MY2015-2017 Reduced Clearance Brace Kit Installation Instructions 

Specialty tools recommended for installation: 

1) Torque wrench with 16mm crows-foot 

2) 13mm stubby wrench and/or 13mm cutdown wrench (for tightening self-locking nuts placed in 

cross-member) 

 

 

Installation of this brace kit is straightforward. However, the position of the brace is in a tight area of the 

vehicle and patience is encouraged.  

 
1) SAFELY jack up car and place on jack-stands or place on a certified lift to access rear differential. 
Please use appropriate PPE. 
 
Important: before beginning installation, locate the holes on the bottom of the rear crossmember that 
the brace will bolt to. Take the (2) M8 bolts and carefully test fit them to ensure the existing thread is 
clean and free of debris. If you encounter an issue, use a M8x1.25 tap to clean up the thread. 

 
Important: if there are no threaded sections in the holes of your vehicle’s crossmember, there are (2) 
M8 self-locking flange nuts included in the kit but not pictured above. They will need to be positioned in 
the crossmember in step 8. This is an issue that seems to have started with late MY2016 vehicles. 
 
2) Remove both lower main case bolts from the differential then insert the driver’s side main diff bolt 

into the slot and the passenger side diff bolt into the hole on the brace. 

 

3) Position brace at the differential, and then guide bolts into the housing holes and walk the bolts in 

simultaneously until they are about ¼” from being all the way in. 

 

4) Position rubber against brace and nylon against crossmember between the brace and rear cross-

member and align all components and crossmember by using a large Philips head screwdriver. Note: 

silicone spray may be applied to allow the rubber to move against the brace for final positioning. 

5) Going one at a time, insert the M-8 bolts with Loctite applied to the threads and lock-washer thru 

bottom of brace and into cross-member, add (and position with one finger) nuts in crossmember then 

tighten all bolts carefully and incrementally to assure perfect alignment. For final tightening, use a 

torque-wrench with crows-foot on the main differential bolts and torque to 80 ft./#’s and tighten the M8 

bolts until the brace is level to the crossmember with a slight squeeze (up to 1mm) on the rubber 

isolator. 

6) Visually inspect the brace and insure that it matches the picture showing completed installation. 
 
 
 



Completed Installation - 

 

7) Recommendation: It is recommended to take a Sharpie and draw a straight line on the bolt and 
brace (or use tamper proof torque mark Torque Mark) so that you can easily do a visual check to make 
that the crossmember bolts have not loosened (however if you have to place nuts in the crossmember 
this may not indicate they have loosened, they may have just moved). When visually checking, make 
sure the parked vehicle is turned off and the emergency brake is fully on. 
 
Drive car and recheck for tightness after use at least twice. 
 

If you have any questions on installation, please email P4D@tech-center.com. Thank you and please 
enjoy the benefits of the Per4Mance Development IRS Differential Brace*.         
                                                                                                                                    *patent pending   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B007ID3SLK/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_ep_dp_ztDrzb66M2EXW
mailto:P4D@tech-center.com


③ MY2018+ Standard Brace Kit Installation Instructions 

Brace Kit Components –

 

Specialty tools recommended for installation: 

1) Torque wrench with 16mm crows-foot 

2) 13mm stubby wrench and/or 13mm cutdown wrench (for tightening self-locking nuts placed in 

cross-member) 

 

 

Installation of this brace kit is straightforward. However, the position of the brace is in a tight area of the 

vehicle and patience is encouraged.  

 
1) SAFELY jack up car and place on jack-stands or place on a certified lift to access rear differential. 
Please use appropriate PPE. 
 

2) Remove both lower main case bolts from the differential then insert the driver’s side main diff bolt 

into the slot and the passenger side diff bolt into the hole on the brace. 

 

3) Position brace at the differential, and then guide bolts into the housing holes and walk the bolts in 

simultaneously until they are about ¼” from being all the way in. 

 



4) Position rubber against brace and nylon against crossmember between the brace and rear cross-

member and align all components and crossmember by using a large Philips head screwdriver. Note: 

silicone spray may be applied to allow the rubber to move against the brace for final positioning. 

5) Going one at a time, insert the M-8 bolts with Loctite applied to the threads and lock-washer thru 

bottom of brace and into cross-member, add (and position with one finger) nuts in crossmember then 

tighten all bolts carefully and incrementally to assure perfect alignment. For final tightening, use a 

torque-wrench with crows-foot on the main differential bolts and torque to 75 ft./#’s and tighten the M8 

bolts until the brace is level to the crossmember with a slight squeeze (up to 1mm) on the rubber 

isolator. 

6) Visually inspect the brace and insure that it matches the picture showing completed installation. 

 

7) Drive car and recheck for tightness after use at least twice  

 
If you have any questions on installation, please email P4D@tech-center.com. Thank you and please 
enjoy the benefits of the Per4Mance Development IRS Differential Brace*.         
                                                                                                                                    *patent pending   
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:P4D@tech-center.com


④ Wiring installation for Deluxe Emblem LED Brace Kit 

 
1) After installing the brace, place the three tie-wrap self-adhesive anchors and tie-wraps in the 

following positions on the vehicle (clean the steel with some mild solvent like rubbing alcohol), route 
the conduit containing the LED feed wire through the tie-wraps (and above other existing vehicle 
wires along this path), pull tie-wraps “snug” and trim tie-wrap tails: 
 

 



 

 
 

2) Next pop the “red” passenger side rear side-marker out from the body of the car (press the 
detent inside the fender on the light – it is towards the tire end of the side-marker) then feed the 
brace feed wires though the fender slot. Note: the next steps are easier if you disconnect the 
side-marker light from its quick-connect. 



 
 

3) Next remove some of the tape that is around the two wires that are on the car that feed the side-
marker; you will need about 2 inches of wire to play with. Slide on the quick splice connectors 
on the side-marker feed wires in the proper orientation, place end of brace feed wires in its slot 
and crimp the metal connector then snap the plastic cover in place. Note: the black wires go 
together and the red and white/red stripe wires go together. This is important as LED lights have 
a positive and negative feed side. 
 

4) Once the quick splice connectors are installed, hit the unlock button on the car’s key fob and 
make sure the brace light comes on. Then wrap the wires and quick splice connectors in 
electrical tape to keep water out.  

 

 



 

5) Reinstall the rear passenger side-marker to its proper location in the rear fender recess. The 
wiring is now complete. 

 


